However, while informative in many ways, these studies 81 often appear limited in the quantity of data used to discrim- LST simulations (see auxiliary material). The inset shows (circles with error bars) the average probability densities (±1 standard error) of R I pixel values, for all 1601 usable scenes available over the six years, along with a standard normal distribution (red line, mean 0, standard deviation s = 1.0). Thresholds of R I ≥ 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 represent 2.27% (2s), 0.62% (2.5s), 0.13% (3s), respectively, of the values in the probability density distribution. In Figures 2a-2c , breaks in the record are due to the removal of scenes with >75% of land pixels having no usable LST data. The Gujarat earthquake date (26 January 2001) is represented as a circled 'G'. 
